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Honing & Polishing 
 
GL 25 
 

Universal polishing cream for all natural stone, marble, granite and agglomerates. 

 
GL 25 is a water-based cream to polish surfaces. This advanced product, thanks to its special 
formula, can polish Marble and Granites as if they were the same material, without any 
difference in brightness or without needing different products to polish the same floor. 
 

GL 25 is ideal to polish mixed floorings, made of Marble, Limestone, Travertine, Granite, Quartz. 
The product does not leave any defects and has a high bright vitreous effect with excellent 
resistance to foot traffic. The product is suitable for the maintenance of big surfaces, allowing 
light but effective maintenance. The product does not require water for application, it enhances 
brightness, and restores the original color of the material, should it be partially lost. 
 
BENEFITS       ✓ High brightness 

✓ High hardness 
✓ Resistance to foot traffic 

               ✓ Fast result 
               ✓ Closure against soiling agents 
 

USES            
For interiors and exteriors: Marble, Limestone, Travertine, Granites, Quartz. 

 

COVERAGE      50-70 m2/Lt. 

 

APPLICATION EQUIPMENT   Single disc machine with at least 2 HP (2.2 HP is preferable) 
 
APPLICATION  
Test on a small area before proceeding, so to ensure product suitability and final result. 
Proceed by treating small surface portions of about 1-2 square meters each. Put 1-2 teaspoons 
of product on the area to treat and start dry-buffing it, in circular motions with a single disk 
machine and white pad. Continue to work it even a little after it dries to remove possible 

residues. 
To achieve a higher brightness or superficial closing, repeat the application. The product does 
not give any layering defect; therefore, once achieved the maximum brightness, no defect can 
be remarked between two areas polished separately. After polishing the surface, rinse with 
water and vacuum up the residues on the surface. 
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Honing & Polishing 
GL 25 

Universal polishing cream for all natural stone, marble, granite and agglomerates. 

 

 

PHISICAL-TECHNICAL DATA 
Aspect:      Cream       
Colour:      Light blue 
Odour:      Odourless     

pH       2.1 - 3 
 
STORAGE          Keep the container tightly closed and store in a cool, dry place. 
SHELF LIFE         24 months in the original, sealed packaging, stored in a cool, dry place. 

PACKAGING        5 kg bottle ,   4 bottles per box 


